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WELCOME
Dear Volunteers!
We are delighted to welcome you to come and take part, through the ICYE network, in many
different and all equally rewarding voluntary activities in Spain! This will surely be an
unforgettable experience and pathway to new friendships.
This file is a brief description of the social and environmental projects for 2017-2018. We hope
you find it engaging and that it responds to your needs and motivations.
Please read thoroughly all the information on the projects because, as you will realise, some of
them demand a strong motivation. Fill up the application form and write a motivation letter
where you explain the reasons why you would like to join a project. Once you have been
selected as a volunteer you will be involved in a training cycle consisting of 3 steps (long term):
•

•

•

Pre-departure training: Organized by the sending organization who is responsible for
providing volunteers training to ensure knowledge of the following: rights and
obligations; expectations and fears; insurance; intercultural education; culture shock,
etc.
Arrival training: This initial training will be conducted by AFAIJ. The training will consist
of a meeting in AFAIJ's office, with training covering the basics of the following topics:
Spanish culture, language, conflict resolution, intercultural training.
Final assessment: Volunteers will have a final meeting in AFAIJ to evaluate the whole
project and write down the general impressions of their experience in Spain and its
activities.

All projects offer the opportunity to learn and experience cultural differences in the context of
the work being done to break down barriers between cultures and people and deepen the
principle of equality between cultures, nations and sexes.
Learning to understand a new culture through direct personal experience, it is the best way in
which these objectives are achieved. By exchanging in everyday life you learn from people who
have a different perspective from yours. AFAIJ will work with you to help you achieve this
challenge. During your stay you will get acquainted with different people from AFAIJ and on
many different levels. These people make a great effort to make sure your stay is worthwhile
to you. We are all together in this, and by this we mean that your full implication in AFAIJ is
essential to enhance the whole experience for future volunteers.
Go for it!
Enjoy & learn loads!!
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BETESDA FOUNDATION
The Betesda Foundation is a non profit organisation
established in 1994, with the purpose of contributing to the
development of people with learning or physical disabilities,
and therefore "The rehabilitation guidance, and education of
those suffering from learning or physical deficiencies which
prevent them from integrating in society at the same rhythm
as other people."
The Residence in Betesda is open 365 days a year, 24h a day and hosts people with different
disabilities. The residents usually stay in the Occupational Centre between 9 and 17 hours, and
after start with their residence timetable. There are two different routines: weekdays and
weekends.
Activities
During the week there are 2 social integration technicians and 4 professionals working in the
Residence. The night shift is covered by two professionals, and in the morning between 7:30
and 9 there are 6 professionals attending the morning routine and conducting the residents to
their occupational workshops.
All the activities in the morning are mandatory for the volunteers, but in the afternoon each
one can decide what they want to do. Mandatory activities are related to personal hygiene,
caring for belongings and premises, and creating and maintaining satisfactory personal
relations and a good social climate.
Community context

The residence is in the City Centre, only 500 metres distance
to the closest Underground Station. It is well connected,
which makes the integration of the volunteer in the city
much easier.
Betesda supports the exchange experience by fostering a
good atmosphere in the Residence where people from many
different nationalities live together.

Requirements
Active people with initiative, open to experiencing a new culture, language and way of life here
in Madrid. A sense of humour and humanity (this is essential).
Tasks
The Foundation Betesda will ask the volunteers to help and
support the staff with their daily activities with the disabled
people.
Volunteers will participate in the workshops organized in
the residence (with wood, flowers, music, painting) and
leisure activities (cinema, restaurants, theatre, youth
festivals, trips to the mountains...). They will be asked to
support residents in the care attention (shower, meals, etc.)

Number: 1-2
Host situation: Accommodation and board will be provided as an individual room into the
hosting project. Many types of menu are available, even vegetarian.
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FADEAM
FADEAM is a public non-profit organization for
adults with intellectual disabilities.
The attention is based on the relationship
established with people with disabilities to achieve
a home-based and inclusive dimension. The
organization is part of the International Federation
of Arche Communities (www.larche.org), with 149
communities for handicapped people around de
world.
Our Community is placed in Moià, a village of 6000 inhabitants, 50 km North of Barcelona city.
Houses
This is a hosting service for adults with intellectual disabilities, in small houses with a familiar
style, giving importance to daily life, sharing house duties, feasts and celebrations. These
houses are places where to live, growing and sharing. Right now we have two houses, Els
Avets, with 9 users, and L’Olivera, with 8. Our houses and the workshop are in the centre of
the village, helping the integration and independence of the handicapped persons. There is
public transport to Barcelona and Manresa by bus.
The volunteer will lodge in the same house with disabled persons. This means that he/she will
get a single bedroom (it may happen that we ask the volunteer to share the room with another
volunteer for special times; but it doesn’t happen often) and a key of the house so he/she can
enter or leave the house at every moment. There is also the possibility to lodge in an
apartment for volunteers, but this only has capacity for 3 volunteers.
Occupational Centre (workshop)
It is a pre-working facility. We develop also activities to offer a comprehensive service to the
users and enable their integration in the pre-working, social and personal environments.
Currently 22 persons with intellectual disabilities are attending the Centre.
Activities
1Care of people with different levels of
disabilities: assisting them with their daily duties and on
the development of their abilities through different
activities.
2Participating actively with the team of care
professionals.
3Participating in all home dynamics and
household caring, together with the disabled persons
Requirements
• To be willing to know people with intellectual disabilities
• Willing to have a living together experience and community life
• Motivation to carry out a voluntary task, collaborating and giving as much as possible.
• Flexibility to adapt and work within a team.
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•
•
•
•
•

Open minded to be helpful when needed
Positive and respectful attitude
Willing to get involved in the organisation and its project
Responsible attitude
Basic knowledge of Spanish language and interest to learn Catalan (the language spoken
in our area, together with Spanish). Knowing the basics of the language helps to
communicate with people with disabilities and with the integration of the volunteer.

Location
Moianès Region is located in central
Catalonia, about 50 km North of Barcelona.
It has a rich historic, natural and cultural
heritage. Numerous archaeological rests
which prove human activity for thousands
of years Moià is the capital of this county.
Its population is around 6000 inhabitants.
Main economic activities: commerce,
tourism and industry. Part of the
population bases its economy in
agriculture and stock breeding. Moià is a
dynamic town with old tradition and feasts.
Additional Information
•
•
•

•
•

The volunteer will get a monthly allowance: 150€ (as pocket money in any program, also
for steps)
Language learning: Spanish and Catalan (the language spoken in our area, together with
Spanish). Frequency of classes will depend on level and needs of volunteer.
Training and support: The mentor will support the volunteer and follow up the progress
of the volunteer in the organization. He/she will be listened to, supported, guided and
helped with any matter needed. The volunteers receive special help to integrate in the
local community.
The volunteer will get continuous training and will participate in all team and technical
meetings.
Free days and vacations: The volunteer will be on service about 30h per week. Each week
will have one or three free days. Every month will have also 2 days of vacations; these
days can be compacted for a longer vacations period.
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BASIDA
There are three centres: Navahondilla (Castilla y León), Aranjuez (Madrid) and Manzanares
(Castilla La Mancha).
Aims
A charitable, non-profit association that has been declared as a Public Utility since 1996. It has
the general aim of providing attention to needy people from bio-psychosocial point of view,
with a scope of performance at a local, regional and national level.
1. Shelter for people suffering from HIV-AIDS and
other pathologies, this program tries to offer a
fitting place, a warm and familiar home for those
people of both sexes, drug addicts, HIV-positives,
people suffering from AIDS, as well as other
terminal diseases, and due to the advanced stage of
the diseases they have no other alternative. The
idea is to avoid they die alone in prison or on the
street.
2. Detox centre and program of social action. The Rehabilitation centre aimed at cohabitation,
provisional accommodation, the social attention of drug addicts, whose activity is orientated
to the recovery and social reintegration of its users. So, there are many tasks and the
opportunity to work and learn different cultural and educative matters
Community context
Basida is in a rural isolated environment. It is important to know that the special situation of
the residents, all the residences are far away from any urban centre although volunteers will
always have help to contact the nearest town.
Requirements
A certain level of maturity, sensitivity and interest in knowing the problems generated by HIVAIDS and drug dependency, so within coexistence it is necessary to refrain from certain types
of addiction, including tobacco and alcohol. No specific or professional training is required.
Tasks
Volunteers may participate in all activities in the professional departments previously
mentioned (psychological, therapeutic etc), always taking into account factors such as the
characteristics of the volunteer, their previous professional training and their personal
preferences; considering these aspects is fundamental in allowing the volunteer to integrate
and adapt to the dynamics of the hosting home and at the same time empathies with those
being treated.
Volunteers will work a maximum of 35 hours per week from Monday to Friday. The schedule
time will be principally during the morning although it will depend on the current necessities.
Some of the most frequent activities to be carried out by the volunteers are:
•
•

Attendance to sick people and to those who are in bed
Personal attention: support for meals, cleaning the residents, etc.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Support in physical rehabilitation activities and occupational therapy for their cognitive
rehabilitation
Participation in workshops (carpentry, gardening, painting…)
Participation in the educative department: workshop of adult literacy, out-of-school
support to children who live in the hosting home.
Collaboration with the organization of workshops and occupational activities:
magazine, theatre, computer, science, yoga and relaxation, sport activities and
workshop.
Collaboration with the organization of workshops and leisure activities (excursions,
cultural activities, etc.)
(These are flexible and should be taken only as a sample. The volunteers will
participate with the rest of the volunteers in the daily home activities).

Number
6
Situation
Basida Navahondilla: It is located in the little
town of Navahondilla about 70km from
Madrid. Navahondilla is in the Ávila province
(Castilla and León). It is set within a very
natural environment, with various points of
interest; Navahondilla is connected by bus to
San Martín de Valdeiglesias (from this town
the buses leave every 30 minutes -1 hour to
Madrid).
Basida Aranjuez: The hosting house is 9 Km
away from the train station, in a country house
inside the local limits of Aranjuez. It is a royal
village at the south of Madrid at 47 Km. From
Madrid, RENFE offers a train service every 30
minutes from (city center) to Aranjuez and 45
minutes travel time.
Basida Manzanares: The hosting house is
carried out in the so-called "Finca Basida" in
the National Highway South N-430, P. K. 361, in
the municipality of Manzanares (Ciudad Real)
owned by the Association. With an area of
approximately 6 hectares has space and
adequate facilities to develop this project.
Volunteer House is a wooden, rectangular, fully
equipped and adapted with heating system and air conditioning. It is divided into two large
rooms, with a capacity of 8 seats each. It has two fully equipped bathrooms. In the whole field
we find a football pitch, a swimming pool, gardens, walks and field crop.
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MONSAGRO (STEPS)
Objective
Promote environmental knowledge and
archaeological heritage of the area, promote
and disseminate knowledge in different
areas. To sensitize young foreigners on
environmental
issues,
recovery
and
maintenance of faunal and floral heritage
and
generate
intercultural
and
intergeneration dialogue and promote
culture and Spanish traditions, between
international volunteers , in a rural context
and living and work in the different centres,
in a small community.
Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take care of environment Area
Maintenance and recovery of the botanical garden
Maintenance and cleaning of strategic sites for tourism development
Support Volunteers Association
Collaboration with units Fire and Civil Protection and carry out surveillance
Monitoring, support staff and routes other volunteers for fire fighting
Control around the village
Cleaning and maintenance of the paths at risk of fire

Profiles of volunteers
•
•
•

Motivation for living in rural environment.
Motivation for conservation of environmental
routs.
Some knowledge of Spanish is a plus.

Tasks
Cleaning and maintenance areas at forest fire risk;
Cleaning and maintenance of the botanical garden
Support activities in the maintenance and recovery of the
"Chozos".
Number: 1
Host situation:
Volunteers will live in a flat located in the village, shared room with others volunteers,
common use of the bathroom and Kitchen where volunteers can cook by themselves, Wi-Fi is
available. Available from April to September.
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FARM-SCHOOL LA LIMPIA
Farm-School “La Limpia” is a farm school
which contains different infrastructure and
farm animals. They give children the
opportunity to know farm animals,
agriculture as the chance to participate in
various handicrafts activities.
It is an estate of 7 hectares of land with
orchards, garden of aromatic plants,
nursery, vineyard and olive grove, prairies
garden, playground, sports, fenced
enclosure with swimming pool, and two
main buildings. In the first one is the house
and in the second the workshops and
stables.
Main aims and activities
During their stay at Huerta de la Limpia, children carry out a series of activities related to
nature, farm animals, in the orchard, sports, entertainment, leisure and free time, cooking,
plastic, theatre, puppet workshops , Wicker, looms ... In summer we also offer the possibility of
performing, in addition to the activities of each camp, optional riding classes
The programmed activities that the children perform in the Farm School we classify them in:
work sessions Craft workshops, communication and expression Workshops. Each one of them
can be developed in classrooms or open spaces depending on the activity and the climatology.
Volunteer tasks
•
•
•
•
•
•

Different jobs around the school.
Helping children mentors during
lunch time.
Maintenance works and animal
care (feeding, cleaning...)
Working in the garden and the
vegetal garden.
Occasionally: Mentor assistant
organizing workshops and games.
Occasionally: Taking care of
children during break time and
lunch time

Location
Farm-School La Limpia is situated in natural surroundings 10 minutes away walking from
Guadalajara, Guadalajara city is 60 minutes from Madrid by train.
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DEMA

DEMA is located in Almendralejo, province of Badajoz (Extremadura). It has around 30,000
inhabitants and it is an industrial city with several dealers in olives and wine cellars
It is situated on the Silver route and in the centre of the municipality so it is surrounded by
mountain ranges. This offers typical Mediterranean woods in perfect conservation state, like
the "Sierra de Hornachos, a special protection bird area (ZEPA).
Objective
Promote the defense, study and maintenance of natural and cultural heritage using specific
projects as environmental education, actions to maintenance the natural habitat of the Lesser
Kestrels (Falco naumanni) and reproductive strategies of this endangered species. All the
projects developed by DEMA are run with the help of the volunteers.
Aims
•

Programme "Breeding colonies":
maintenance activities and tasks of
the Lesser kestrel Breeding Centre of
DEMA, the only one in Extremadura
breeding this species in risk, handling
of reproductive pairs, control of
incubators, feeding chickens, guided
visits. Furthermore, the volunteer will
collaborate
with
the
French
organization LPO in the construction
of a new breeding centre in France.

•

Programme "Habitat Maintenance" - Control of wild colonies of lesser kestrel, artificial
nest- site installation, restoration of old nests, cleaning and monitoring of breeding
areas.

•

Programme "Environment Education Centre". - Nature activities, workshops, trips,
projections, monitoring and study of lesser kestrels of the breeding centre.
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Community context
Volunteers will live in a flat located in the village, shared room with others volunteers,
common use of the bathroom and Kitchen where volunteers can buy and cook by themselves.
Volunteer’s tasks.
•

Support tasks at the Lesser kestrel Breeding centre: Maintenance of the breeding
room (rats and breeding room), control cells of reproductive lesser kestrels (daily
revision, watering, feeding,…), control couples in the mating season, control egg lays,
collect eggs, control incubators (temperature and humidity) check the first births
(control of weight, color, observation of chickens). Feeding chickens during first days,
monitoring of broods, participation in freeing the birds that have been bread and in
the programs for the re-introducing of lesser kestrels bred at the centre.

•

Support tasks in Lesser Kestrel Habitat Maintenance Programme - Control of wild
colonies, artificial nest-site installation, cleaning and monitoring of breeding areas.

•

Support tasks at the Environment Education Centre: Support monitors in nature and
mar- query workshops, making panels and projection of slides.

•

Initiative to express ideas is required. Volunteer will participate in other activities
according his skills

Please be aware:
- Mobiles are not allowed during the activities.
- Feeding animals involves cutting dead animals like mice.
Number:
2
Host situation:
The hostel has two individual rooms with a bathroom and another one for four volunteers and
a bathroom. They have a TV, video player, DVD player, and a radio. DEMA has an office with a
computer, access to the Internet, telephone, fax and all the commodities of a modern house.
The centre is managed by DEMA.
From April to September is the most appropriate moment to join the programme, but there
are activities during the whole year.
Additional information:
Extra fee LONG TERM: 100 euros/month
Extra fee STEP: 50 euros / month
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Eco-village (STEPS)
implement the project of living and
learning together.

Our eco-village was created to provide
continuity and stability to the sit-in that
workers and users of the field of drug
addiction began in February 2012, when
the Community of Madrid decided to close,
under the guise of austerity, the
therapeutic community functioning here.
The current social reality, the support
received and our belief that the
transformation must be carried out by the
persons concerned, led us to continue and

Main activities
We got to continue the project through self-management of our resources. We carry out
gardening, animal care, maintenance of facilities and grounds. We are in constant exchange of
ideas, goods and services with other groups and individuals, enriching each other. In turn, we
have the contributions that each made according to their means.
Through the assembly from the horizontal and respect, manage conflicts, make decisions, and
ultimately we try to go forward.
Volunteer´s tasks
•
•
•
•

Working in the garden and the
vegetal garden.
Maintenance works and animal
care (feeding, cleaning...)
Building works
Take part of the activities of the
community: cooking, cleaning …

Location
We live creating a space that allows people, who have overcome their dependence, participate
in a project that through empowerment, mutual support and the relationship with the
environment and other groups, get the minimum required for a decent life.
The place is situated in natural surroundings, 15 minutes away from Ciempozuelos by car.
From Ciempozuelos to Madrid is 30 minutes away by train.
Additional information
No-drugs policy in the place: zero alcohol or drugs, only tobacco. You can have a drink if you go
to the closest village, 30 min. walking.
The volunteer could participate in the activities of the eco-village such us workshops,
meditation, etc. There is internet connection available in the place. Bring comfortable clothes
and working clothes.
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Cultural project (Long Term)
Our project was created to enrich people
of Nou Barris neighborhood in Barcelona in
general through the art. This aim can be
achieved by empowering people and giving
the strategies and tools to carry out their
projects.
The current social reality, the support
received and our belief that the
transformation must be carried out by a
participatory community, led us to
implement the project of living and
learning together through diversity.
Main activities
We are a non-profit cultural association whose objective is opening our space to national and
international projects.
We combine activities of personal development (meditation, active listening, self-esteem,
NLP…), cultural promotion, artistic exploration (theatrical improvisation, painting, ukelele,
dancing, circus…) and training for companies and individuals.
Volunteer´s tasks
The tasks of volunteers consists of:
- Support in cultural activities.
- Help with webmastering, social media, video making and photos.
- Maintenance works : Painting, gardening, cleaning, ordering, fixing, labelling…
- Daily communication and Public Relations
Working hours from 9 to 13 in the morning and from 15 to 18 in the afternoon.
The volunteer has to be open-minded, ready to live in an alternative community and creative.
Medium level of Spanish required.
Location
The place is situated in Nou Barris-Vilapicina, just in front of the metro station, a neighborhood
about 5 km away from the centre of Barcelona.
Additional information
Only long term.
Only vegetarian food available.
The volunteer participates for free in the activities of the cultural centre such as
improv’comedy, contact dance, yoga, circus and collective intelligence workshops and
personal development conferences.
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